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EYES ON THE ICE
Hidden messages on
an Arctic voyage
CATHERINE MARSHALL

I

can hear the Arctic exhaling. Breath
flows from it in a long, melodic lament.
It pops and fizzes deep inside ice floes,
fissuring their innards until they slowly
pull apart. I can see the Arctic exhaling,
too. Breath freckles the tundra beneath
pools of melted ice, a blanket slowly unpicked
as, one by one, the bubbles detach from their
mooring and float to the water’s surface. They
hover momentarily, then (pop!) break open
and dissolve on the air.
Summer has arrived, and the top of the
world is glowing. The sun won’t set until September. Light bounces off the snow-streaked
peaks and glacial valleys of Spitsbergen, the
largest island in the Norwegian archipelago
of Svalbard. Enfolded somewhere in this
white-out are the fabled creatures we’ve come
to see.
“You have to really scout to earn the right
to see wildlife,” cautions David Berg, expedition leader on Lindblad Expedition’s National
Geographic Explorer. “Finding a needle in
a haystack is easy compared to finding wildlife in this huge archipelago, and in a habitat
of ice.”
But this place has already contradicted him
for as we set sail from Svalbard’s port of Longyearbyen yesterday we noticed white nubs
bobbing on the fjord. They weren’t nuggets of
ice but beluga whales, a pod of five or more
breaking the dark surface in what appeared to
be a thrilling send-off.
Last night, after I’d been rocked into a
sleep so tranquillising nothing could shake
me from it, passengers more vigilant than me
had been alerted by megaphone to the presence of humpback whales.
Now we’re cruising into the mouth of Bellsund fjord on Spitsbergen’s west coast, peering through binoculars and willing a polar
bear to walk into the frame.
But this landscape gives away nothing except for the dimpling of water where a fulmar
floats, her gut heaving as she produces oil
with which to spray her foes, and the flash of
black against blue sky — a barnacle goose in
rapid-fire flight.
An islet has appeared like a blockage in the
neck of the fjord; “Halt!” it seems to say. Anchoring just shy of it, we take Zodiacs to a bay
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named Varsol Bukta. “Sunshine Bay,” Berg
says, “a promising name.”
And, indeed, the perspective from onshore
is vibrant and rousing; it animates a landscape
that had appeared, from the ship’s deck, to be
one-dimensional and toneless, a black-andwhite slide show of water and rock. Standing
now within these folds of land I see clearly a
pebbled shore giving way to tundra mottled
gold with shrubby sunburst lichen; tundra
slopes up towards basaltic rubble and morphs
into a luminescent green cliff-face nourished
by a waterfall of guano. Above us, thousands
of little auks beat their wings, proud, it seems,
of their horticultural achievement.
Stooping, I notice specimens laid out on
the ground as though curated for exhibition:
tufts of reindeer fur; bleached antlers; savaged
bones; driftwood washed up from Siberia
(there are no trees on the tundra); and a garland of kelp marooned onshore, its suffocated
anchor root flailing at the sky.
“The biggest forest in the Arctic is underwater,” says undersea specialist Maya San-

tangelo, cradling the kelp in her hand.
“Things that photosynthesise in the ocean
provide half the oxygen we breathe.”
The ocean’s exhalations are invisible but
its relentlessly rising temperature is evidenced by the dearth of sea ice in this fjord.
Although framed by a row of impressive glacier-oozing valleys, the ocean adjoining its
shores is liquescent; it shimmers beneath the
sparkling sky.
“We are on our way towards an ice-free
Arctic sometime this century,” says Robert
Jacobel, former principal investigator with
the US Antarctic Research Program and
guest speaker onboard NG Explorer.
The melting has begotten melting. As the
reflective swath concealing these waters turns
dark, it absorbs solar energy and liquefies further still. Even the Global Seed Vault, a subterranean facility in Longyearbyen where
millions of frozen seeds are safeguarded
against global calamity, isn’t immune from
threat. In 2016, meltwater seeped into the
vault’s entrance tunnel; mercifully, no seeds

were lost. As for glaciers, Jacobel says, they’re
stagnating or receding everywhere in the
world except for a tiny pocket in the western
Himalayas.
“If you want to see a glacier, if you want
your kids to see a glacier, go now,” he exhorts.
Chastened, we scan the valleys for more
glaciers, visualise the inexorable thaw of the
permafrost undergirding this landscape, will
slabs of sea ice to manifest before us so that
we might see polar bears skating along them.
“You need suitable ice for females to survive after winter,” explains Lindblad Expeditions naturalist Carl Erik Kilander. “If there’s
no sea ice outside the female’s denning area
after she gives birth, she won’t be able to
find food.”
We’re in search of the sea ice forecast by
weather charts early next morning as we sail
into Storfjoden, but the anticipated smashing
of it against the ship’s hull is curiously absent.
We might as well be in the Mediterranean,
so unblemished is the sea. But our persistence
pays off, for in the late afternoon we spy a
dark smudge moving across a ribbon of ice
strung out in the shadow of a mountain: a
polar bear marching from bay to bay, scouting
for ringed seals and their newborn pups.
Though barely discernible to the naked eye,
his presence is reassuring; there is life after all
amid this foreboding white-out.
It takes the promise of further such sightings to animate passengers aboard NG Explorer, for it’s too easy to sink into the
library’s deep chairs and lose ourselves in
tales of epic Arctic expeditions as the world
we’re reading about glides by. There’s always
a sumptuous meal to be eaten in the dining
room, an afternoon tea set out in the bistro,
cocktails being mixed in the bar. We could cocoon ourselves for days inside this warm capsule as it slices through the freeze.
But Berg’s exhortations to fasten our eyes
to the landscape grow ever more urgent, for
deep inside the channel we find substantial
ice at last, glossy chunks drifting like vessels,
brash ice turning water to slush, sheets
stretched like plate-glass between the bays.
Next day we alight on the island of Edgeoya to find a perfect polar bear paw print,
yawning in its circumference. Nearby, a herd
of obstreperous walruses jostles for space,
their formlessness delineated by protruding
tusks and whiskers sharp as nails.
They’re an omen, for that afternoon two
polar bears appear like a prophecy: a mother
striding resolutely along the shore-fast ice,
her cub gambolling behind her. He’s the picAUSE01Z01TR - V1
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ture of innocence, diving playfully into the
frigid pools strung out along the ice, shaking
himself off in a glittering spray, galloping to
catch up with his impatient mother, lifting his
snout inquisitively as Captain Aaron Wood
dexterously manoeuvres NG Explorer
through this frozen obstacle course towards
the ice rim. We watch through binoculars
until we can no longer feel our fingers. The
sun sinks into our line of sight, turning the ice
sheet into an impasto of white-and-silver and
dissolving the polar bears until they’re little
more than a euphoric memory.
The sun is flaring across the archipelago
next morning as we take the Zodiacs to the
forsaken shores of Russebukta, where Arctic
reindeer graze on moss and an Arctic fox —
his winter white coat moulting to summer’s
grey — springs across pools of meltwater in
search of eggs. He’s come to exactly the right
place, for birds have congregated here, king
eiders and red phalaropes and ever-present

kittiwakes, their snowy wingtips dipped in
black ink.
Rivers of ice-melt are flowing across the
tundra here, carving a path into the volcanic
beach and emptying into the fjord. In return,
the ocean has regurgitated evidence of yet another catastrophe in plastic washed in on the
gyre. For scattered among the empty whelk
egg sacs and the polished driftwood are tangles of fishing rope, remnants of plastic containers, the unidentifiable remains of objects
long-discarded.
The globe is no more than a village, its borders porous, its breath encompassing, its
oceans circulating like blood between far-distant continents. This certainty is never more
potent than at this moment, as I stand on a remote beach at the top of the world surveying
humanity’s shameful detritus.
Catherine Marshall was a guest of Lindblad
Expeditions.

MORE TO THE STORY
Lindblad Expeditions is putting its
responsible tourism philosophy to the test
with a recent announcement it will become
carbon neutral this year by offsetting 100
per cent of emissions across its fleet. The
move is consistent with National
Geographic’s efforts to identify and
decrease emissions caused by its travel
programs, with a commitment to offset
those that can’t be eliminated.
“As a company, recognising that global
climate change is arguably the greatest
threat humanity has ever faced, we all need
to urgently step up our efforts whether big
or small,” says Sven Lindblad, chief
executive and founder of Lindblad
Expeditions.

He adds: “It has become increasingly
more apparent that we, human beings, and
our planet which sustains us are out of
balance. Climate change and its resulting
impacts on global biodiversity and human
health and livelihoods has provided a clarion
call and awakening. The message is clear;
we must rebalance and rebalance urgently.”
The company has already made inroads
with initiatives such as eliminating single-use
plastic across its fleet, making crew
uniforms from recycled plastic, operating a
sustainable seafood program onboard and
building new, more efficient ships. Now,
company-wide emissions — staff flights,
energy expenditure in its offices, ship
emissions — are being offset via a portfolio
of verified carbon project investments
focusing on renewable energy, reforestation
and community-based projects.
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The Northern Lights are a spectacle colouring the sky a multitude of majestic hues and each evening there is
the opportunity to view the sublime beauty of this phenomenon. Enjoy a tour of the scenic city of Whitehorse,
a former gold rush settlement and visit the Yukon Wildlife Preserve and the Takhini Hot Springs.^
NORTHERN LIGHTS OF THE YUKON PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• 3 NIGHTS at the Best Western Gold Rush Inn,

Whitehorse in a Standard Room ★★★
• 3 evening excursions to view the Aurora Borealis
with hot drinks and snacks

Call, click or see your preferred travel agent

• HALF DAY sightseeing tour of Whitehorse
• HALF DAY Wildlife Preserve and Takhini Hot Springs tour
• Return shuttle transfers from Whitehorse Airport

to Whitehorse accommodation

1800 848 246
vivaholidays.com.au

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
*Conditions apply. Valid for travel: 18 Aug - 20 Dec 20, 26 Dec 20 - 12 Apr 21. ^Wildlife and Hot Springs tour is seasonal Oct- Jan only. The Viva Holidays general bookings conditions apply, available at vivaholidays.com.au/terms-and-conditions. Other conditions apply - ask for details. Viva Holidays Pty Ltd ABN 78 634 662 294
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